
PoliSci 1: Science of Politics Week 5 Recap

SWBAT: (1) Describe 3 explanations for inequality between countries, (2) apply the logic of com-
mitment problems to property rights and foreign aid, and (3) identify the motivations and e↵ects
of foreign aid.

1 Key Terms

• conflict trap

• reversal of fortune

• property rights

• commitment problem

• anarchy

• O�cial Development Assistance

• tied vs untied aid

• poverty trap

2 Key Themes/Ideas

Q. What are 3 explanations to explain inequality between countries?
Answer: Three explanations described in class and readings involve the role of (1) geography, (2)
colonialism, and (3) institutions.

Q. Are these explanations mutually exclusive?
Answer: No! We think geography probably a↵ects colonialism which a↵ects institutions and all
three also a↵ect development outcomes.

Q. What conditions are necessary to spur economic growth?
Answer: Some conditions discussed in class that are key to economic growth are agricultural
surplus, division of labor, investment, and urbanization.

Q. How do property rights a↵ect economic development?
Answer: Property rights are necessary to incentivize citizens to make productive investments into
their country’s economy otherwise dangers of expropriation would lead them to invest nothing.

Q. What are two main motivations for foreign aid?
Answer: Two motivations for foreign aid are (1) altruistic concerns tied to humanitarian, ethical,
or moral obligations and (2) egoistic concerns tied to geopolitical or economic interests.

Q. What are three e↵ects of foreign aid?
Answer: Three consequences of foreign aid are promoting (1) public investment, (2) household
investment, and (3) business growth.

Q. What are three reasons foreign aid might fail?
Answer: Three potential reasons foreign aid might fail are due to (1) bad individual choices, (2)
bad government policies, and (3) bad political institutions.
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3 Key Readings

• Acemoglu, “Root Causes”

• Easterly, “Governments Can Kill Growth,” p. 217-239

• Sachs, “The Development Challenge”

• Lumsdaine, “Why is there any foreign aid?”

• Easterly, “The Utopian Nightmare”

4 Review Questions

Check your understanding of this week’s material and key ideas with the following questions.

• Professor Schultz argued that geography and colonialism can have both a direct and indirect
e↵ect on economic growth and development. Which pathway do you think has a larger e↵ect
on growth given the Acemoglu and Easterly readings and why?

• What can explain sustained economic growth in China given its lack of property rights pro-
tection? What will happen in the future if China continues to lack these regulations according
to Professor Schultz?

• A counterfactual asks us to evaluate whether an outcome would have occurred in the absence
of our primary explanation. For example, people often invoke the counterfactual that the USA
would not have gotten involved in the Vietnam War had JFK survived his assassination. In
the context of economic growth consider this counterfactual: given the reversal of fortune
logic, would African countries have better levels of economic growth today if they had never
been colonized? Why or why not?

• Can geography explain wealth variation within a country? What would Collier say?

• Do Easterly and Acemoglu make any normative claims about income inequality? Do their
readings contradict or complement each other?

• How does the principal-agent framework in Clark, Golder, and Golder help explain problems
in foreign aid assistance?

• Are policy-makers more likely to subscribe to Acemoglu’s argument about the causes of
economic prosperity or Easterly’s geographic explanation? Why?

• Should the U.S. prioritize domestic redistribution over foreign redistribution? What would
Sachs and Easterly (2005) say?
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